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by Ian Heald
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F-15 Eagle

F-16 Fighting Falcon F-16 Fighting Falcon 
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F-22 Raptor
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F-22 Raptor take off
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F-22 Raptor

F-16 D Landing 

F-22 Raptor F-15E Strike Eagle 
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F-15C Eagle “Aggressor”
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Chkalovsky
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by Alexander Sizov

Tupolev Tu-134UB-L
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il-76
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TU-154

Chkalovsky is a military transport aviation base. It’s situated about 20 kilometers 
from Moscow and this is the nearest airbase to Moscow. 

There are some arrivals and departures and training flights where aircrafts can do 
low passes or “go around”. Chkalovsky has one runway (12/30). In Chkalovskiy you 
can meet a lot of beautiful Soviet aircrafts such as Tu-154; Tu-134; Il-62; Il-76; Il-18 
An-12and others. Besides there are some helicopters in Chkalovsky. 
CKL has few spotting points; First point is a field under runway 12 approach. You can 
easily reach it, it’s a few minutes walking from a nearest bus stop, besides there is 
a gas station where you can buy some food and drink. Second point is also a field 
under runway 30 approach. It’s more difficult to reach, you need to walk about 2,5 
kilometers. Third point is in the middle of the runway where you can shoot nice shots 
with good background and no matter what runway is in operation. Sometimes planes 
taxing in a few meters from you! That’s an amazing feeling when beautiful Soviet 
airplane taxen just in front of you! Unfortunately, this point has some disadvantages. 
You need to walk about 4 kilometers to reach it and you are staying in the very 
unstable construction or you can climb a tree as a variant. 

il-76 Aeroflot

AN-26
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Antonov AN-18

Antonov AN-12Ilyushin Il-62MK
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Antonov AN-12 Tupolev TU-134
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TAMRON SP 150-600mm F/5-6.3 Di VC USD

Capture the power and beauty of aircraft, wildlife, birds, travel destinations, and exciting sports 
action close-ups with this high-performance 150 - 600mm long-range zoom.

VC ( Vibration Compensation) and USD ( Ultrasonic Silent Drive) enable you to shoot crisp images of 
fast-moving, distant subjects handheld, while proprietary Tamron optical technology, including eBAND 
Coating, works to suppress flare and ghosting for impressively clear, vibrant images.

SP (Super Performance)
Only two letters - but what an impact they have on the results. SP stands for Super Performance and 
represents the high-performance lens class from Tamron. Our engineers were given a free hand in 
the design of these lenses and left no stone unturned to produce the optimal performance characte-
ristics in each case. Take your camera to new frontiers - and pave the way for Super Performance.

Features and Functions
Delivering leading-edge image quality
The optical design of this lens uses a high-performance XLD (Extra Low Dispersion) element, which 
is manufactured out of a special glass with an extremely low refractive index. The refractive 
index describes the ability of the lens to split a light beam into its spectral colours. The dispersive 
properties are even lower than standard LD lenses and are at a level similar to fluorite. The XLD 
lens in combination with the LD element delivers the highest contrast and brilliance. This effectively 
prevents the problem of chromatic aberration in telephoto photography and delivers a high level of 

sharpness even in the peripheral regions. The result is a lens that effectively compensates for 
axial chromatic aberration and magnification aberration throughout the entire zoom range and 
guarantees the highest resolution and brilliance for your pictures.

USD
The Ultrasonic Silent Drive (USD) is Tamron's latest generation of autofocus motors. Thanks 
to the advanced motor technology and the newly developed software, the USD enables a fast, 
precise and almost silent photographic experience. There are few better options for capturing 
quick and dynamic subjects that arise in areas such as sports photography, fast cars or even 
wildlife photography.

VC Image Stabilization (Vibration Compensation)
The tried-and-tested Tamron VC Image Stabilizer (Vibration Compensation) ensures this lens 
delivers sharp and shake-free images. This means that the lens is also perfectly suited for hand-
held photos and low-light conditions.

Ready and very steady

www.tamron.eu
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courcevel 

by Luca Martinetto
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The traditional Swiss watch maker GLYCINE is extending its F104 line. With the F104, 
Glycine pays tribute to the legendary Lockheed F104 aircraft, the leading fighter plane 
of the 1950s and 1960s.The unmistakable F104 can be identified at first glance thanks to 
its harmonious yet ergonomic shape and perfectly-balanced dial.

Glycine has recognised the possibilities offered by this timelessly beautiful, unique 
shape and expanded the F104 family (diameter 48 mm) with the particularly successful 
smaller version bearing a diameter of 40 mm. 

The Glycine F 104 has a flat sapphire crystal as well as a special leather strap in a 
“pilot look” with two rivets on either side. The glass back, fixed by six screws, allows 
you to view the fascinating Swiss automatic movement. The polished stainless steel 
case, which has a rounded shape, looks good on any wrist thanks to the movable lugs. 
The elegant conical crown - carried over from the original model - adds a touch of 
nostalgia to this watch, which is waterproof to 3 atm.

With this watch, Glycine will not only make fans of smaller watches happy, but also re-
establish itself on the ladies’ watch market in an impressive manner, a mere 100 years 
after it was first founded. The new F104 (40 mm) will be available in the classic steel 
version with a black, sand-brown or silver white dial or blue and black mother-of-pearl 
dial with diamonds. And for those who would like something a little more sumptuous, 
Glycine has a particularly classy piece of jewellery for you with its diamond-studded 
black case with mother-of-pearl diamonds. 

Glycine F104, References 3932 (48 mm) and 3933 (40 mm)
GL 224, automatic movement, power reserve 38 hours
48 mm or 40 mm steel case, black IP with diamonds
Water resistance: 3 atm
Sapphire crystal, anti-reflective on both sides
Various alternatives with black, sand-brown and silver white dial
MOP dials with diamonds blue or black
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Una nuova era digitale sta per iniziare. Le refl ex digitali, che hanno semplicemente sostituito la pellicola con 
un sensore, non sono cambiate signifi cativamente in termini di dimensioni, peso e interfaccia utente.
La nuova e rivoluzionaria mirrorless OM-D ha invece un corpo eccezionalmente leggero e compatto. Il suo 
mirino elettronico consente ai fotografi  di controllare in tempo reale l’effetto degli Art Filter, la temperatura 
colore e i livelli di esposizione. Allo scatto puoi «creare» istantaneamente un mondo davvero unico e 
registrarlo con una qualità eccezionale. Il tuo mondo sarà così trasformato da qualcosa che vedi soltanto 
a qualcosa di cui sei veramente parte. OM-D è una nuova, rivoluzionaria fotocamera digitale con obiettivi 
intercambiabili, ideale per chi vuole partecipare, creare e condividere la sua visione del mondo.

OM-D_230x280.indd   1 09/01/13   13:56

Glycine F-104Glycine F-104Glycine F-104
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EXERCISE GREEN SHIELD’

F-15C RSAF
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by Rob Hendriks 
www.fly-by.nl
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F-15C Eagle
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F-15D Eagle

Rafale

Mirage 2000
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F-15C Eagle
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EXERCISE ‘GREEN SHIELD’ – BA133 Nancy-Ochey

In early April, no less than six F-15s from Tabuk – King Faisal Air Base arrived at Base Aérienne 133 Nancy-Ochey 
for exercise ‘Green Shield 4’. The 2nd Squadron, belonging to the 7th Wing of the Royal Saudi Air Force brought 
four single seat C-models, and two two-seat D-models to Nancy AB. These six fighters were supported by 200 man 
personnel, four C-130 Hercules’ and two of their new Airbus A-330 MRTT tanker/transport aircraft. The French 
participations in this years exercise consist of Rafales from BA113 Saint-Dizier, Mirage 2000-5Fs from BA116 Luxeuil-
Saint Sauveur and of course the local Mirage 2000Ds.

Exercise ‘Green Shield’ in the past
This year saw the fourth edition of exercise ‘Green Shield’. The first exercise was held in 2007 when Rafales from 
BA113 Saint-Dizier were deployed to Taif – King Fahd Air Base in Saudi Arabia. Exercise ‘Green Shield 2’ was held at 
BA102 Dijon-Longvic in October 2009. For this exercise six F-15 Eagles from 5th Squadron based at Taif- King Fahd Air 
Base were deployed to France to train with the local Mirage 2000-5Fs and Alpha Jets. The third exercise was held in 
Saudi Arabia again, when in early 2012 three Rafales and three Mirage 2000Ds were send to Tabuk – King Faisal Air 
Base. Although there was an incident in which a local F-15C and a French Mirage 2000D were lost in a mid-air collision 
a fourth edition of exercise ‘Green Shield’ was organized in 2014. 
The main goal of exercise ‘Green Shield’ is to share experience, train together and to reinforce the cooperation 
between French and Saudi air crews in combined air operations. Every exercise begins with small 1v1 scenarios which 
will be expanded to large scale air combat missions. This year also saw Combat Search and Rescue missions, which 
were supported by two French EC.725 Caracal helicopters.

Today’s mission
On Monday April 14th, a special spotter/media day was organized in the afternoon. During the exercise two missions 
were flown each day. We already arrived at BA133 Nancy-Ochey in the early morning to see the first wave of the day 
from outside the fence among many other spotters. Unfortunately the weather wasn’t very hopeful in the morning as 
the airbase was covered under a cloud layer. These weather conditions are very rare in Saudi Arabia, but this didn’t 
withhold the Eagle-pilots from participating in the morning mission. 
In the early afternoon we entered the base and were given the opportunity to take photos on the flightline used for 
exercise ‘Green Shield’. Six F-15C/D Eagles, four Mirage 2000-5Fs, three Rafales and two Mirage 2000Ds parked in 
a row. We were able to take pictures of the aircraft from various positions in beautiful sunny conditions. When the 
crews were about to step into their aircraft it was time for us to reposition to a spot close to the runway to take 
shots of the aircraft taking off. For this afternoon a Combat Search and Rescue (CSAR) mission was scheduled, so 
the first to take off were two EC.725R2 Caracal helicopters specialized in CSAR operations. These were followed 
by some local Mirage 2000Ds and two Saudi F-15C Eagles. The second flight of two Saudi Eagles followed together 
with Mirage 2000-5Fs and Rafales. One of the Rafales had to abort the mission with an in-flight emergency and was 
brought back to Nancy AB by its colleague. 

For the landings we were positioned on a hill closer to the beginning of the runway, which gave us a 
nice opportunity to take some shots of the jets touching the asphalt. When around four o’clock in the 
afternoon all fighters were safely back on the ground one of the EC.725 Caracal helicopters gave a brief 
CSAR demonstration. This marked the end of a fantastic day at BA133 Nancy-Ochey for us.

F-15 Eagles of the Royal Saudi Air Force
The Al Quwwat al Jawwiya as Saudiya (Royal Saudi Air Force) initially ordered a total of 62 Eagles (47 
C-models and 15 D-models) to replace their aging BAC Lightnings. The first RSAF Eagles were used at 
Luke AFB to train Saudi pilots and ground crews. In August 1981 the first Saudi Eagles entered ope-
rational service with the RSAF. Soon three squadrons (5 Sqn at Taif – King Fahd AB, 6 Sqn at Khamis 
Mashayt – King Khalid AB and 13 Sqn at Dhahran – King Abdullah Aziz AB) were fully equipped with the 
F-15C/D Eagle.
In 1989 Saudi Arabia placed an order to purchase another twelve F-15C/Ds, but the US Congress didn’t 
give their approval. The Iraqi invasion of Kuwait in August 1990 changed their opinion and soon a total 
of 24 F-15C/D Eagles (20 C-models and 4 D-models) were delivered to the newly formed 42 Sqn based 
at Dhahran – King Abdullah Aziz AB. Twelve of these came from the inventory of the 32 TFW based at 
Soesterberg AB, Netherlands. The other twelve came from the 36 TFW based at Bitburg AFB, Germany. In 
1991 the RSAF eventually received their in 1989 ordered F-15C/Ds (9 C-models and 3 D-models) bringing 
their total to 98 F-15C/D Eagles.

The government of Saudi Arabia was also interested in the F-15E Strike Eagle, but this was denied by 
the US Congress as the aircraft was too sensitive for export. Eventually in 1993 the US Congress gave 
permission to export a total of 72 downgraded versions of the F-15E Strike Eagle, designated as F-15S. 
The first F-15S took to the sky on June 19th 1995, and the last S-model was delivered to the RSAF in 
1999. Three squadrons (92 Sqn at Dhahran – King Abdullah Aziz AB and both 6 Sqn and 55 Sqn based 
at Khamis Mushayt – King Khalid AB) are currently flying the F-15S. In December 2011 a 30 billion USD 
deal was signed to purchase a total of 84 new F-15SAs (Saudi Advanced) and to upgrade 68 S-models 
to the SA-standards. The newly build SA-models are expected to be delivered between 2015 and 2019.

EC725R2

F-15C Eagle
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Mirage 2000

Mirage 2000D
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Mirage 2000D
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Excellent mobility with better image quality in a lighter package. A fast, super-telephoto fixed focal 
length (prime) lens with a focal length of 400mm and a maximum aperture of f/2.8.

The AF-S NIKKOR 400mm F/2.8E FL ED VR is a fast, 400mm super-telephoto lens for which fluorite 
lens elements , ED lens elements (2), and Nano Crystal Coat have been adopted for superior optical 
performance. In addition to the fluorite lens elements, components made of a magnesium alloy have 
been adopted for the barrel to make the lens lighter, while a tripod collar ring utilizing bearings ensu-
res smooth transitioning between horizontal and vertical shooting, as well as greater durability. The 
AF-S NIKKOR 400mm F/2.8E FL ED VR is also equipped with an electro-magnetic aperture mechanism 
that contributes to better auto-exposure stability with high-speed continuous shooting, and a vibration 
reduction (VR) function that offers compensation for camera shake equivalent to a 4.0-stop* increase 
in shutter speed. What’s more, the lens is equipped with a SPORT vibration reduction mode optimized 
for tracking subjects exhibiting intense movement that can be predicted, such as athletes participating 
in sporting events, by compensating only for camera shake. The AF-S NIKKOR 400mm F/2.8E FL ED 
VR is a lens that responds to the demands of professional photographers who demand the ability to 
capture decisive moments with on-site sports and press photography.

AF-S NIKKOR 400mm 
f/2.8E FL ED VR
www.nikon.com
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Case Logic DSLR Camera Shoulder Bag-Small
CPL-105-BLACK

For the game day spectator, this stylish, casual DSLR shoulder bag transports a day’s worth of 
camera gear. The zippered top lid opens for wide access to switch a lens or grab the flash so you 
capture the game-changing goal. Contemporary quilting adds intrigue and reveals just how much 
padding is protecting your camera.

SIGMA 120-300mm f/2.8 DG OS HSM is a super telephoto.

Conventionally, large aperture lenses for 300mm F2.8 have been loved by professional users due to their brilliant capability of depiction and bright aperture value. It has established a solid 
standpoint in the world of photography. Based on the concept that turning a 300mm F2.8 lens into zoom lens would enable photographers to expand the scope of shooting, we have developed 
120-300mm F2.8 lenses and released them into the market. It is not simple to decide on a composition with a 300mm lens. Especially for sports and theatrical shows, shooting positions are 
almost always fixed and changing lenses could lead to missed photographs. By adding a zoom function with the large aperture 300mm F2.8 lens, it no longer requires other interchangeable 
lenses and rotation of the zoom ring will offer excellent framing. In other words, when conditions are difficult, this high-performance lens gives you more scope to express yourself in the shots 
you take.
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Think Tank StreetWalker® 
Camera Backpack
For the game day spectator, this stylish, casual DSLR 
shoulder bag transports a day’s worth of camera gear. 
The zippered top lid opens for wide access to switch a lens 
or grab the flash so you capture the game-changing goal. 
Contemporary quilting adds intrigue and reveals just how 
much padding is protecting your camera.

SIGMA 120-300mm f/2.8 DG OS HSM is a super telephoto.

Conventionally, large aperture lenses for 300mm F2.8 have been loved by professional users due to their brilliant capability of depiction and bright aperture value. It has established a solid 
standpoint in the world of photography. Based on the concept that turning a 300mm F2.8 lens into zoom lens would enable photographers to expand the scope of shooting, we have developed 
120-300mm F2.8 lenses and released them into the market. It is not simple to decide on a composition with a 300mm lens. Especially for sports and theatrical shows, shooting positions are 
almost always fixed and changing lenses could lead to missed photographs. By adding a zoom function with the large aperture 300mm F2.8 lens, it no longer requires other interchangeable 
lenses and rotation of the zoom ring will offer excellent framing. In other words, when conditions are difficult, this high-performance lens gives you more scope to express yourself in the shots 
you take.
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Beijing Airport’

Air China various
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Boeing B-777
Singapore Airlines

Boeing B-747 
Air China

Airbus A-380 Lufthansa

Boeing B-777
Air China

McDonnel Douglas MD 11 Fed Ex 
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Boeing B-777
Air China
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Tupolev TU-154
Air Koryo
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Guide for Spotting in Beijing International Airport

In opinion, perhaps Beijing Intl’ Airport (PEK/ZBAA) would be the best place for spotting among those 
Chinese mainland airports. Not only because of her friendly spotting environment but also we can see 
the most foreign carriers, or even some “special” aircraft and airlines. Here I would like to share my 
experiences for spotting at PEK with you.

Generally the best time for spotting in Beijing would be March,April,September and October. That’s 
because it would be spring and autumn in Beijing which means there are more chances to have north 
winds in the city. As you know that the problems of environment pollution, it is very difficult to get 
greater visibility in Beijing except spring and autumn. However, it does not mean you cannot spot in 
other time, during summertime spotters may even get better photos and there will be better visibility 
after snow in winter. But for overseas spotters, it important to spot in the best time for best photos! 
In the report in will bring you spotting in PEK via introducing runways independently, because of some 
“security” reasons I will give information for public areas. But it does not mean spotters cannot 
access other positions, some positions do not open to public and others are not convenient for public 
which may lead to “security” issues, and it is better to have local spotters together if you wanna try 
those non-public positions. 

Runway 01/19 
This is relatively a boring for spotters searching good background views. But for junior spotters this 
is a good place to know the airport. Generally rwy01/19 is mainly used for landings and departures for 
airlines located in T3. But do remember because of noise issues this runway will not be opened for 
landing until 7am. Spotters will get all of Air China’s fleet even spotting for a few minutes. Meanwhile 
this is a good places for spotting foreign carriers, because member of Star Alliance and One World all 
located in T3, so most overseas flights will landing rwy01/19 and sometimes rwy36R/18L.

The best time to spot in rwy01 is afternoon on T3 bridge. There are always police cruising on the 
bridge but do not worry about them. They will only suggest you take care when spotting on the 
bridge. Meanwhile there are some good positions along the road on the east of rwy01 thus you can 
get photos of departure in the morning.
There are also some better positions for spotting rwy01 but not easy to access. So I do recommend 
to spot with local spotters to bring you there. 

Runway 36R/18L
This is quite an interesting runway, that’s because all military or government charter will only using 
rwy36R/18L for departure. But sometimes spotters may feel boring as well: it is very difficult to 

get photos with beautiful background and generally you can only spot aircraft final approaching runway. 
This runway is mostly used for departures, during rush hour, spotters could enjoy magnificent views 
of taxiing aircrafts. 
 
Anyway, in the end of rwy36R there is a very famous spotting position among Chinese spotters: Bagua-
tai, which is a good place for spotters meet and chat. To arrive Baguatai it is better to take bus from 
Dongzhimen or walking from T3 which will take about 30 minutes. Runway 36L/18R
In my opinion this is my favorite runway for spotting, although there are always boring aircrafts (the si-
tuation has been changed recently especially after delivery of HU and CZ 787). Actually runway 36L/18R 
is the only runway which operates for both departures and arrivals 24 hours. During summertimes even 
before rwy01 opened for landings, spotters could easily catch flights arrive before 7am, some of those 
airlines could not easily be seen during daytime. 

There are some hotels close to the remote stands in the end of runway36L which provide us some 
ideal positions for spotting arrivals and departures in the morning. If you were lucky to have greater 
visibility, you can spot aircraft landing with beautiful mountains in the background. 
The reason I choose rwy36L/18R as my favorite is not only for great positions in the morning, but also 
there are good positions available in the afternoon whatever 36L or 18R is used. Previously we cannot 
see too many photos taken on rwy18L and 19, but you will not feel disappointed when spotting at rwy18R. 
Here spotters could catch beautiful views of landing. 
Local spotters choose as their favorites especially during summertime which is easily lead to south 
winds. It is not difficult to be there: get off at Houshayu Station of Subway Line 15, then go across 
Tiejiangying Village, it is better to call a taxi.When you reach to edge of village, you got it. Meanwhile, 
spotters can also walk along runway36L/18R towards south for a while to spot landings on rwy36L. But 
beautiful the block of poles on side of runway which may affecting you get better images. Please do not 
worry, there are gas between those poles then you can spotting with some certain angles. 

Other Good Positions
There is a hotel located in the end of rwunway36L, The Green Tree Hotel, just 5 minutes walk from T1. 
In this hotel you can spot taxiing aircraft to from T2 to runway36L, please refer to the photo of CZ 787 
and AF 777. 
On T2 bridge you can see many business jets parking on the remote stands. This is absolutely an ideal 
position for business jets fans. Of course, you can also photos of night views but be careful the traffic 
on the bridge. 
 
Finally, wish you enjoy spotting in Beijing!

Airbus A-380 China Southern Boeing B-787 China Southern
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Boeing B-787 China Southern

Boeing B-787 LOT

Boeing B-787 China Southern
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portfolio
ph. Mario Alberto Ravasio
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Boeing B-777 AeroLogic
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Hercules C-130 AM

Antonov AN-225

Boeing B-757
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Antonov AN-12

Antonov AN-124

C-5B Galaxy
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Bio

My name is Mario Alberto Ravasio I was born on 10 September 1991 
live in Verdello, in the province of Bergamo. 
I graduated in July 2010 as an expert Aeronautical Engineer at 
Aeronautical Technical Institute “Antonio Locatelli” in Bergamo. 
My passion for the planes was born with me besides being 
cultivated in the family. I started my spotting activities in August 
2002 following the accident that occurred in October of Linate, 
Orio 2001 was hijacked the next year part of its traffic, was an 
historic event, given the shortage of airport traffic in those years. 
From there I began combining a passion for aircraft to that of 
photography.
In 2011, on facebook I founded an Aviation page where to post my 
photos of that travel, Orio and talking with fans of this world, an 
ever-expanding family. In 2012 I’m attached to local Orio Spotter 
group. 
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Airbus A-321
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toulouse

Airbus A-400M
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by Alexander Sizov
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Airbus A-380
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Toulouse Blagnac airport is situated on the noth west of Toulouse, about 7 kilometers 
from the city. This is a combinated airport. It he’s some regular flights and there are 
the main Airbus and ATR factory. So you can shoot regular European traffic and Airbus 
test flights! You can catch all types of Airbus aircrafts in Tolouse. Airport has two 
parallel runways (14L/32R and 14R/32L). One is for regular flights, second is for test 
flights. Blagnac airport has a lot of nice spotting points! 

1) First is the big hill in front of runways 14R/L. From this point you can catch landings 
on the runway 14R/L and taxing for takeoff. This point is quite good in the afternoon. 

2) The second point is straightly opposite the hill on the other side of runways. You need 
to climb a road bump and shoot photos through the barbed wire. This point is good for 
morning shots. 

3) third point is a bridge over the motorway wich connect “A380 parking” with airport. 
You need to wait and to be a little bit lucky to catch an airplane there, but if you will do 
it the shot will be simply amazing. 

4) fourth point is for arrivals on runways 32L/R. You staying on the walk bridge across 
the autobahn and shoot approach photos on runway ?. This point is ok after 12pm. 

5) fifth point is also for runways 32L/R arrivals. You stay next to the fence and shoot 
approach photos just a little bit closer than on the previous point. 
Unfortunately for spotting in Toulouse you need a car or you can rent a bicycle.

6) sixth point is a big parking for Airbus workers just in front of ATR hangar. From this 
point you can shoot some new ATRs parked in front if the hangar.

ATR-42
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Airbus A-330 Cargo

Airbus A-321

Antonov AN-124
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Airbus A-380
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